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It is common to estimate a distribution by means of a step function.
Such estimates can be made continuous by connecting the points of the
steps with straight line segments. In this paper the best estimator
of this class is found for data which is uniformly distributed using
minimum risk, then this risk is compared with those of the sample
distribution function and the Pyke estimator.
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In reference \_\"\ , Prof. Read studies the properties of some estimators
i
for a continuous distribution. In particular , he computes the risk function
(using the assumption of the uniform distribution) of the estimator that
r th
connects the points ( X .—r ) , "where X is the r smallest observation .* v r'n+1 ' ' x *
with straight line segments . This estimator is shown to be better than
the sample distribution function in an asymptotic sense • It is called
the Pyke estimator .
It is natural to ask the question , " "How well can a distribution be
estimated by a function that connect the points (X ,C ) with straight line
segments?" The purpose of this paper is to find the sequence \ C \ that
minimizes the integrated risk function (using the uniform distribution)
and to compare that risk function with those of the sample distribution
function and the Pyke estimator.

IIJJEEERMIHATIGH OF THE OPTIMUM COEFFICIEHT3
Let <C«,Cof . . • ,C .{ be an increasing sequence with C j= Q and
^ 1 c. n+ 1 j U
C . = 1 .A continuous function estimator for F(x) can be defined by
IWrl











£-X are the order statistics of a random sample
from an absolutely continuous distribution function F(x). It is convenient
to assume that the population sampled is bounded and contained in a
finite interval T a,bj .Thus, we can define XQ = a , X « - b and the





R = E J F(x)-H(x)l dF(x)
For convenience the interval £a,b3 can be taken to LO,lj .The
estimator K(x) is defined piecewise according to v/hich of the random
intervals (X ,X
.
) contains x . Assuming the data come from a uniform
r r«vi
distribution The joint p.d.f . of any two order statistics . say X and
r
X
. , is as easily espressed . Using X = u and X
1
= v the joint
p.d.f. is

(2.3) fT T (u,v) = u
r" 1 (1-v)n
"r" 1 forO^r^nV T4-1 (r-1)!(n-r-1)!
and ^ u ^ T ^ 1
(2.4) fT Y (0,v) - n(1 - v)
n" 1 for r = and u =
,. c , - / 4N _ n-1 for r = n and v - 1(2.5) f
x x (
u
» 1 ) nu
n' rn-1
Let define
(2.6) A=C .cr r+1 r
So that
< 2 '7 > Cr=?, A3
rj
j=-0
and for simplicity f_ T (u,v) = f (u,v)a .a 4 r
r' r+1
Then rewriting (2.2) again
(2.8) R.
2
= Z 1 J J *-C A. I f (u,v)dudvdx
r=0 O^rU^X^rV^I L V - U J r
Now, the problem is to find the G . values that give the minimum risk.
Using classical optimization technique with Lagrangian form the problem is to
n
Minimise $ a E - S ( X A . - 1
)
n
Subject to 21 A* - 1
3*0 J

using X for the Lagrange multiplier . oince
I
n
f ( { r r_1 z - u n2
C2.9) \^T ))) U-ZA A f (u,v)d




The partial derivative of \ with respect to A is
a$ k-1 x - u x - u




r-1 x - u'
c-ZA -A
;p0 J V - U
f (u,v)dudvdx +•— =
r
2
for k - 1 , . . . , n - 1i
The partial derivative of (j> with respect to & and using (2.4) is
a$tf r r x x <
dvdx
z \ \ Ux - z: a, -a— )f cu,v)
r=t J J J >0 3 r v - u r
dudvdx +—=0
The partial derivative of <$ with respect to A and using (2.5) is

aft r c r n-1 x-uix-u „ ,
aA J J L j-o° n i-uJi-u





g(u,v) * , I
r
















Using these notations , then the system of derivatives is
a$ 1 k-1 1 1 n J
(2.10) * / xL(g)dx-:FA / L(g)dx-A J LCg )dx + Z. Ul (1)dza^O* ;p0 J * S ^ r=k+1 J r
n r-1 1 n 1 \
- Z T. A / l(l)cbc- ZA / l(g)dx+-=0
r=k*1 j-0 J r=k+1 2
for k - 1 , 6 . • , n-1
All terms in the above eguations reduce to Beta functions . The relationship
between Beta and Gamma function
J „« „ 1 r(m)PCn) (m-1)!(n-1)i
BCm,n) = J v^d - v)n" 1 dv = — =
\ (m+n) (m+n-1 )
I
is used heavily. 7/e proceed to evaluate these terms .

Evaluation of







2 ) v - u
nl 1 V t 1 k+2, 4 Nn-k-1
(k-1)i(n-k-1)l 3 k
J
v (1 - v) dv
f
1
k-f2,« xn-k-K } k+2,« xn-k-U \







f v^U - xn-k-1,
* } k+2
v) dv + —
k+2














r J J J (x-1)!(n-r-1)!
duclvdx
?: — \ f C ( 2 2. r-1. vii-r-1, .= 1 \ \ (v -u )u (1-v) dudv
(r-1 ) ! (n-r-1 ) ! 2 l J
J
nl 1 (1 A
,










n-r' l dv t
Evaluation of





— dudvdx/ I^dx^l u " 1 (1-v)
J J J v-u (k-1)!(n-k-1)»
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k-1 /4 N n-k-1
.v - u
u~ '(1-v) J









2 2V - u
(v - u )'
k/. »n-k-1, ,
u (1 - v) dudv










— ] v (1-v) dv
k+1


































The use of these evaluations (2.11), (2.12), (2.13), (2.14), (2.15),
(2.16) in (2.10), then the derivative with respect to A, is
3k+4 1 k-1 1
(2.17)
_£$_- JTA -_d
2AV 6(n+2) 2 r-0 J 3
k
1 n n r-1 1 n X (n4-1
)




3C - 2(C - C x 4 3(n+1) 6 21 C
n+2
k k* 1 k) (n+2) r=k+1 r
- 3 (1 - C ) + 3 A (ii4-1) -
or after evaluation the derivative (2.10) is
[0 im J£ v 5k +6k+2^• 15
' C. - C, . + 6 51 C "= 3*(n+1) 4 3n -k k+1
-V 4 r
r^k+1 n+2
for; k - 1, . . ., n-1
The derivative with respect to A. is
(2.19) 9$
-_JJ




r f r £J x - u x
+ Z1 I U x - 2.A. -A- )f (u,v)dudvdx +~-




-1 dvdx - n^j [(rf) 2 (1-v)n- 1 dvdx
+ 21 (xlp (1) dx- S. C [l(1)dx- lAr fl(g)dz44= °rM ' r=-1 ' r»1 '
This can be reduced to
n 2





The derivative with respect to A ig
n


















Cjc - cwi +6 A C,- 3Mn+1 ) 4 3n -k«*1 -r~« r
3k +6k42
n42
for ; k = 0, . . . , n
Using (2.23) , then system of eguations in matrix form is






... 1 5 6
a
. . 1 5
. . # 1 -1





6 - 2/(n 4. 2)
e - 11/(n 4 2)
6 - 26/(n + 2)


































To solve this matrix equation i3 considered the linear second-orde:
difference equation such that
(2.24) S 4(W+ <W -
Gk + 9
n + 2
with initial conditions Crt - and C . = 1
n+1
The corresponding homogeneous equation of (2.24) i3
(2.25) \ - 4Cbfi 4 k+2 =
has the auxiliary equation
2
m + 4m * 1 a o
•Che roots of this equation can be calculated using the quadratic formul:
These roots are A = -2 + 15 and B - -2 - \T5"
1
so the general sotion of (2.25) is given by
(2.26) C^ = K
1
Ak 4 lyi* + C*
16

*Trial solution of C. isk
i
Using (2.24)
















+ K/ , $*$-
using initial conditions to determine the values of E. and Kp
CQ « in (2.27) implies
(2.28) K. f K - -
1
"* "2 2(114-2)





(2.29) V ^ H/ -aisar
Simultaneous solution of (2.28) and (2.29) are
1 t B^ 1 It A
1* 1
K - __——___ aad r - _












I 2(Anv1 _ Bn+ 1 }
for; k - 0, . . . , n+1
17

usiiig \ = C - Ck then








k (n+2) [ 2(A
D* 1
- B^ 1 )




Prom equation (2.8) the risk equation is
(3.1) »«EJ]j[(x-Cr)- k?Aj| fr(u,v)dudvdx
n r • 1 ? J ~ 1
21 \ J xV(1)dx - 2C J xl (1) dx 4- CM I (1)dx
r^OO r O r r O r












/ V^ ta = ^TnTT)
r = 0, . . .,n
1
r+1 r = 0, . . .,n
f i 0)dx = —.' r = 0, . . .,n
( xl (g)dx ^
3r + 4
.. r = 0, . . .,n
r = 0, . . ., n
1
' O 1











Calculation of x A
r5) r
Using (2.31)





















r= r-0 1 - B
Jimiliarly




1 B 2(m" 1)
Z (D2(n-r) + B21 ) = 2 Z B2* = 2 —1^
r= r= 1 - B
and
1 1 - A
\<m A"2 1 - B
2 6(14B)





1 - A _ 1 - B
1 4 A 1 + B
B'[L (1 -A2(n+1) ) »-±- (Bn+1 -An+1 )

























C„ , C_ ^ * ^ \ (r
2
4 2r + |) 4 (r ^J^C***)^ -r-|]
r-0 V-




+ (r +-|) [(o*2) O
r
-r--ij
1 U- 1-* - a- - *»'- rf [a- - e* . rf« * b~'J
4
4 (An4l_ Bn4l }
2
here












- rf" B^1 ]
r=
4
(AnM _ Bn4-1 )
2
^t2*"3 * B2n+5 ' (6n4-4)(An+2 4 Bn+2 ) - (A21141 4- B^ 1 )
.(fiw.7)(An + B








n(n„)(4n+14) , 9(nH) 4jT ,| + 2£ £ 1
r^O
1
12(n+2)^ n+2 L * r«1 r r*1 rJ
[a^V**5 -(6n+4) (A^+B^J-CA20*'1^20*V(6n+7) (An.Bn )+ 8<in
24(n+2)
2 (An+1 -B*" 1 )
2




1 ^ ^ )
4) (nv1) R^-
12(n*2) 2 " 12(n+2f (A
n+1
-?nT
Li j*1 ,2 -[(2°*3)(A\^) 4 40 (n+ 1)24(n+2) 2 (Axl-r,-B1"-')





Prom (3.17) page 14 of Prof . bead's paper
(n+1) R(C) =
J
(n-1)x(1-x)dx + 2(n4-1 )
J




r x / x - u
n+t





(ml)'TlCC) = + 4(n+1) (1-x)b(x)dx
6
and evaluation of
1 1 x/x-u \
[ (1-x)h(x)dx = / (1-x) /[——lududx
\1-u /
= I I Cl-x)(— \w
O^x^-I v 1-u '
let
X-U








(4.1) (n+1)R(C) - +
6(n+.1) 3(n+2)(n4l)
where
R(C) is Pyke risk
23

Risk of sample cumulative distribution function R(SDF) is
1 t 1











14.3) Cn4l)RC0PT) - . ir~ ~ 2~"n7r~a7l
12(n+2) 2 12(n42j^(An^ 1 -rf^ 1 )
















Lot this eguation last two terms may be omitted. Since they are close to








Cumputer output is shovm on page 25 for n = 1 , • • . , 60 . Equations
(4.1) , (4.2) and (4.3) are used .
24






















































































































































































































































After computer calculations for n = 1 , . • • , 60 (4.1) , (4.2) and
...
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It is common to estimate a distribution by means of a step function. Such
estimates can be made continuous by connecting the points of the steps with
straight line segments. In this paper the best estimator of this class is found
for data which is uniformly distributed using minimum risk, then this risk is
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